1. No food, drinks, or gum is allowed. You may only have bottled water or water in a clear container.

2. During in-class and public performances, all audience members must sit in an auditorium seat. Refrain from sitting on the stairs or floor just in case of an emergency.

3. No walking or placing feet on auditorium chairs or chair arm rests.

4. No adjusting the heating/air conditioning (only faculty and staff may adjust the temperature).

5. **CLEAN UP AFTER EACH CLASS OR REHEARSAL. YOU MUST:**
   a. Return all acting cubes, the couch, chalkboard, etc. to their proper place along the upstage wall or wing area stage left.
   b. Return all class items or set pieces to the storage cage and lock the cage...
   c. **PLEASE DO NOT PUT ANYTHING ON THE PIANO OR BLOCK ITS PATH THROUGH THE CAGE DOOR!**
   d. Return all chairs to the dressing rooms and place them underneath the dressing tables. There should be 5 chairs in each dressing room.
   e. Pick up and dispose of any trash, papers, programs, and/or scripts.

6. On rainy days, place wet umbrellas in the designated umbrella bin, and take only your own umbrella with you when you leave.

7. **PERSONAL PROPS AND COSTUMES MAY BE STORED IN THE STUDIO THEATRE ONLY AT YOUR OWN RISK!** The Department of Theatre and Dance is not responsible for any lost, stolen, or damaged items. Any personal items, props, costumes, or set pieces left in the Studio Theatre on the last day of semester exams will be thrown away. Lost items can be turned in to the Department of Theatre and Dance office (Shasta Hall 104).

8. Turn off the lights when you leave the Studio Theatre.

_Students who fail to comply with these rules will face academically related consequences determined by the respective faculty instructor. The department appreciates your assistance in keeping the Studio Theatre clean and in working order!_